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Meet Marty... the mole of course. He lives in the   
lofted area next to the kiln room of Harder Hall.



Group Member of Shitstorm, and 
Creators of the Bullartshitism 

Philosophy:
Brenna Turner
Izzy McClure
Joe Brady
Ben Yelich

Amanda Szatanek



Back in my day it was always lush and green. 
Food and water was plentiful. I used to frolic and 

eat all day.



But then came the permanet Alfred winter frost. 
It killed the plants and all of his friends.



Toh Backystyk lives his life in fear. Trying to 
avoid those who want to smoke him and Marty 

who wants to eat him.



Now he must live in the pipes for warmth and 
eat whatever trash he finds, mostly cigarettes.



When he came of age this full ciggy couldn’t wait 
to live out his dreams in Alferd, NY.



Unfortunatly the Nic addicts found him, and 
abused him for 4 straight years of torture.



Dobby is a pumpkin that has lived in Alfred his 
whole life.



He is now a shell of his former self, destroyed 
by the dark power of Alfred.



But, Recently his parents commited suicide by 
jumping off Harder Hall’s roof.



He now lives there because of his crippling 
PTSD at such a young age.



Dr. Ethan Phelps is a proffesor here at Alfred, 
teaching Physcology courses, and coaching the 

swim team as well.



He spends his days soaking up the sun, smokes 
weed, and dances to music to distract himself 

from the horror that is his life.



He is orginally from Florida where he would eat 
pinapple once a day.



However Alfred is void of sunshine, warmth, and 
pinapples.



Walter was once a big party bucket, and now a 
full time meth-head bucket.



Now he is a misserable old crotch, that spends 
his time using buckets for meth, and smoking 

ciggs at Harder Hall.



As we all know male buckets are the ones who 
carry children. One night after using meth while 

pregnant he was used to make jungle juice.



Bucky was born with fetal alcohol syndrome.
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Now as a homeless single dad he seeks refuge 
at Harder Hall and uses his skills as a bucket to 

beg for money.




